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This say be raade Into an equality If all terns are expressed In
either <an«rgy or mass units - energy and mass being interconvertible
by Unstain's equation:
% * mc2
rapr*sents the amount of energy (or equivalent mass) required
to balance the equation, and shoes up <*s the difference between the
kinetic en«rgy of the resultant particles and the kinetic energy of
the initial particles. If 2 is positive the incident proton need
not provide any kinetic energy to the reaction to sake it energeti-
cally possible; but if 4 is negative the reaction can proceed only
if the proton has sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the unbal-
ance (plus an amount - usually small - to give motion to the center
of mass of the system).
This particular reaction is for a great many isotopes exothermic
(that is, Q is positive), primarily because of the fact that the
«lph ; particle with its large mess defect is quite economical in the
amount of mass it carries off from the resultant nucleus. The reaction










nucleus turns out to have even Z and opposite £ - which are kr.mm in
general to have a gr-.ater aaea defect than the p&rent nucleus* far
s eiall r reason a target nucleus of even Z is laaat likely to give
an axotheradc reaction.
fcnereas in theory any exothermic reaction can be produced with
incident particles of low energy, ir. practice the yield may be so
low as to make the rsnotion undetectable. This is especially true
in the case of the proton-alpha reaction, because of the Couloab
potential barrier surrounding thanucleus. Such a barrier tends to
keep the incident protons out and to retain alpha particles trying
to escape. The height of this barrier is not a curately know but
has been estimated to be given approximately by the equation(23)
s
U » 0.72 x Z2/^ (Mcv)
This aeons that for reactions which Bsf be induced by protons of
energies usually available froa a Van de Qraaff generator, the
height of the potential barrier except for very light eleaents is
alwrys ouch greater than the energy of the incident particle.
Classical mechanics forbids the protons from ever existing in a region
where the potential energy is greater than the total energy level,
which fact would seea to orevent the proton froa ever entering the
nucleus. Uodern concepts of quantum Mosaics, however, specify
that the possibility does exist for the proton to be in this tra-
ditionally forbidden r«gion close to the nucleus, even though the





of barrier penetration h-ve been made which Indicate that the possi-
bility of particle penetration, though ssall a* a rule, doss increase
as the particle energy becomes greater or the barrier height ia
lowered.
toother factor which oust be considered is the "sticking probabili-
ty5 , or the chsnce that the proton, once in the
(
range of nuclear
forces, will merge with the other nucleons to become m integral pi-rt
of the nucleus, finally there rauot be considered the probability that
the nucleus will east out the product particle (in our c-<ise the alpha
particle) before the nucleus stabilises itself by £ different process.
Said particle oust be formed more or lees as an entity in the nucleus
end penetrate the barrier in the same juentum-mechsnieal sense as the
entering particle does,
"rem the above considerations one arrives at the overall probabili-
ty of the occurrer.ee of the reaction in question. This may bo expressed
by the word "cross-section", which is defined as the probability that
one incident particle, impinging on the target saterial iv-ving one
nucleus pw square centimeter of area normal to the direction of ia-
pingeraont, will bring about the reaction, Under usual conditions we
see that the reaction croas-soetion for the proton- lph« reaction will
in general increase with proton energy,
t so-called "resonance^ points, sharp peaks in the cross-section
versus energy curve occur, which are superimposed upon the general
rising cross-section. These resonances are analogous to resonances








coming particle has juat the right energj to excite an energy level
of the resulting compound nucleus. In detorjnination of these reso-
nances experimentally, the conditions must be precisely and carefully
regulated. ?ho prediction of the places where resonances occur is
difficult from pure theory, since no theoretical means has been found
to specify exactly where energy levels of the compound nuclei exist.
Experiment *il data is also far from complete. In a general sort of
may it may be said, nonetheless, that so Z of a nucleus increases,
the energy levels eorae in closer to the ground state energy level,
become more closely spaced, and also become brosder. For nuclei of
high Z the levels are so broad and close together as to '"ado into one
another M e their discrete tuality, thus preventing observations
of any resonances. For a value of Z in an intermediate region perhaps
one may detect resonfcncas for our reaction} &nd as stated previously
thcr<* seem to be many exceptions toithe general rules outlined above
which may permit such an observation. Such an observation Is facili-
tated by good energy resolution in the protons as might be expected
from a nell-regulated Van de Graaff generator.
Another aspect of the proton-alpha reaction in moderately heavy
elements is the possibility that the alpha particle will not carry
off all the kinetic energy available to it, but Leave the result
nucleus in an excited state. This requires of course that the nucleus
has an excited state low enough that the alpha particle may still have
sufficient energy to penetrate the potential barrier with reasonable
probability. Usually in this case, the alpha particle emission is
followed almost immsdiately (within 10*"H to 1Q-12 seconds) by
. 4 -
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emission. This is sufficiently close to be considered a coincident
effect *nd may be measured as such since coincidence counters record
-6
events which <re senar ted by M long as 10 seconds. For those
residu'l nuclei which do not have too low a value of I the number of
energy levels which may be left excited following alph- emission from
the compound nucleus my be ;uite a few, which gives a high probability
of .gamma emission accompanying the alpha emission. (Parity considera-
tions m-;y enter into the establishment of allowed gamma transitions.)
Directional preferences may be displayed by the emitted particle
(and photon, if occurring). Since the entering proton m»y carry
with it a certain angular momentum, the vector of which is oriented
at random in a plane perpendicular to the direction of motion of the
proton beam, the compound nucleus as It decays to the ground state
of the resultant nucleus may get rid of this singular momentum by
emitting radiation in a direction which is preferentially oriented
to the said ~>lane. This indicates that the detect 'on of gamma rays,
either alone or in coincidence with the { virticles, rn^y h*ve a
variation with the angle of emission.
4if to, ft*
The metallic elements - iron, cobalt, nickel, nd copper - are
particularly orthy of investigation fcr the proton-alpha reaction.
They are somewhat above the "light* element range, but not too far
above to n&ke the reaction impossible of detection using a Van do









resonances amy possibly be detected and the expected energy levels of
MM residual nucleus are Ion enough that gaaas ray emission may ba
associated with tha alpha particle emission.
1 stable isotopes of tha above elements ara as follows : (25)

















Cobalt and copper isotopes have odd 2, nd therefore in general are
ere likely to enter into exothermic real'an.
It is possible »her<a the product nucleus is £ stable isotope, whose
aar.s is known fairly accurately, to compute tho value of Q on the basis
of e ruaiity of aasa-energy. This gives a formula as follows:
3 • (garget - ^Product - 2.99578) * 931)
whore 2.99578 • ke« -







Target Z k Um *
Co 27 59 58,95068 55.95285 1.91 ± .36
1,00035 ±.00016
Hi 28 62 61.94822 58.95068 1.64 + .53
J± .00045 ^.00035
Cu 29 63 62.95032 59.94840 5.71 +. .47
±- .00041 ±.00030
29 65 64.94384 61.94822 4.50 ± .51
+ .00032 ±.00045
The potential barrier height for those element* is on the order of
6 to 7 &ev, which will not peradt a large reaction croas-seetion but
will, it la hoped, give a detectable number of reactions.
The production and detection of the proton-alpha reaction are
complicated by tho fact that botn of theaa particles are heavily
ionising in emtter. Thia laeans that if one or the other of the par-
ticles peases through ja&tter before the fiivil detection, it loses its
energy rather easily; ?nd for the seas reason diseriadnatim between
the two types of particles Is difficult as a rule. For reactions in-
volving a high positive value of , these difficulties ara mini id tod
aince the alpta particle becomes relatively penetrating Ives a
large ionization trncc in any detection apparatus*
The aaathode of producing Mai detecting the reaction &re all standard
and orthodox. Protons are usually produced by accelerators such as
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celerated in * vacuum nd are Incident upon the target, usually a
foil wr.ich ay be coated as required. Datection of the emitted
alph« particles is accomplished by several sterns - scintillation
screens (originally counted by eye, but no» by photofisiitir>ll«r tubes
and associated electronic circuits), identification of tracks in a
photographic ecsulsion, or by the usual type of alpha fas-filled
counters. Alpha pay energies are usually determined by hating the
particles pass through a ."nagnetlc field, such as a magnetic spectro-
graph, which en sort out wA provide a swans of measuring the a/a
ratio of the ehurged particle* p-s ing through*
The object of the design undert? ken for this research h»a been to
provide an instrument which will not have the complexities in con-
struction *nd use which most of the usual ones have} but will still
be fairly sensitive in detection and give at lesrat rou, i nti-
ve data on proton-alph reactions. The basic ?iple of our
design re mires that the reaction occur elUda the counting appa-
ratus, so that the alpha particles aavc little :-v>ttsr to traverse
before reaching the detection zone. The detector proper is to be a
proportion 1 counter, with I >d electronic discriminator, «hich
will permit separation of alpha particle pulses from proton pulses
in the process of counting* The particle beam is to be eolllmsted
to the extent necessary to cau«e the particles to traverse the
•enoitlve region roughly parallel to th© longitudinal axis* This












for parti elea of similar type and fmergy*
Proton* are introduced Hi vsry acute -ingle Into tho Apparatus,
•o tfcat the scattering angle will ba large and provide « adnisju* of
tha scattered protons. Tha window for entry of th* proton* is to ba
of a thin foil. (Kickel foil of .00005 is mllili, and la stated
to ba able to hold about an tmoephere of prasauro differential over
a hola of aroa 1 square centia»'~ ft Hie energy loaa of tha proton
ba&Bi through tha foil is accepted, but la deierainable *.\d under
circunstaneas is only a aiaall fraction of the bnnm
- 9

Hi ^scr^cn of tftc 4gJfr»Mtf,
The apparatus designed and built in the prosecution of this re-
search is shown in Figures 1 and 2. Tha detection device proper
consists of four rvartat (1) the corseting piece which is attached
between glass insulators at the end of the proton tuba In tha Mag-
netic analysing section of the Van de Qraaff generator j (2) the
"Faraday cage" which receives the protons and colligates then in a
narrow beaa to pass through the nickel foil) (3) the reaction chaaber,
which holds the target in such a position that it jsay receive a'.l the
protons, and may en&t sons of its alpha particles into the counting
chaaber; and (4) the counting ch «aber itself, which is siailar to aost
gas-fill«d radiation detecting devices - collecting ionization pulses
from the partidas passing through Its sansltive volume via a small
port in the reaction chaaber.
The connecting piece has on it a flexible and gas-tight sy^phon
tube which aids in lining up the apparatus with the proton beam fresi
the generator. It is otherwise simply a straight tube. Tha "Faraday
cage is so called because Faraday originally noted the fact that such
a hollow body has no field on the inside, and it acts M a bucket
catching tha proton?* • It is placed at & positive potential with
respect to the connecting piece In order to sdnisdze leas of electrons
back-scattered from the foil as protons hit it.
The reaction chamber is electrics ; ly, though not mechanically,
integral with th* rarsd y cage portion. The latter may be simply
- 10 -
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inserted or withdrawn from the side tub* which holds it, permitting
easy .ssaabiy. The reaction chamber Is designed 90 that the protons
•ay be sent through a foil target and eventually caught behind the
target in such I wsy th«t scattering of the bombarding partic las
into the counting chamber is highly improbable. In this way only
protons scattered ! the given <mgle (150°) by the tar-et itself
Can get to tha sens 5 tire volume.
The port through which the particles pass is snail so as te reduce
the interfering proton scatter, ;md -also to collisete the alpha par-
ticles to the extent recesaary to prevent their hitting the wails of
the sensitive volume. This insures that all alpha p&rticles of the
sans energy ! 1 -argot will give approximately tho same ioni-
aation in tho count
The reaction section (including the Faraday cage) is Insulated J're*
the reminder of the apparatus. This permits it to be maintained at a
voltage level above its adjacent pferts. As indicated above, this helps
ret ,in any electrons emitted by charged particles strikint rt of
the apparatus. This is necessary in order to conserve the charge on
this part, for the reaction chamber is attached electrically to a cur-
rent integrator o* some sensitivity which counts the charge accumulated
in the proton bombardment. This gives a measurement of the flux of
protons.
The counter It operated in the proportional regit n. It has valved
side ports which em* required for gas filling and for the mercury mano-






inpoeed by fr f-ility of the proton window, vol*. ago on the central wire,
ate; my be admitted. Multiple connections are provided so that goo
mixtures m%y be us.
A vacuum hoeo is provided between the counter efc&mber and the cotv-
neeting piece which permits placing the vacuus simultaneously on ail
parte of the apparatus whan the valves *r* all open. The vacuum may
bo provided by a mechanic fcl pump or If lumping apparatus of tho
Van do Orftoff generator itself when in actual operation, f.sr tho
vacuum is •fctetaed, vlvs in the connecting hose is elesed,
Uie counter may be Tilled as required wi roper gases.
itronic Portion.
The slectronic prtrts of the apparatus , though more or less standard
for proportional type counters, were selected especially for the pro-
ject at hand, and m*>y therefore deserve I brief deacri
The centr 1 wire of the counter (5-adi nickel wire) roeslves its
high positive voltage (around 500 to 1000 volts) from a special power
source obtained from Nuclear Instrument and Chemical Corporation. It
Is Model 1090 5000-v. Regulated Power Supply. It can £ive positive or
negative voltage from aero to maximum value, and Is regulated to within
0.02$ of output voltairo.
The pulse of current assoeiatad with electron collection on the
central wire and positive Ion movement goes to a cathode follower,
especially designed to have a time constant on the order of a micro-
second, permitting 'ulte rapid recovery of the counter. The follower
has no amplification but provides enough power to prevent diminution
- II -
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in the transmission of the impulse to the remainder of the circuit.
The sigx.al Is picked tap by * linear amplifier and discriminator,
the tomic Instrument Company's inear Amplifier, Moiel 204-9. Thia
amplifier Is able to recover very qaiekly frc . It
may be set for rise tiinss of 0.2, , , or 5.0 mlcroseesnas, with sig-
nal decay tints on the order of five times the rise tlums. "'eriabis
voltngc* -ii^lifi;, is provided - frsm 1 , /. discriminritlon
circuit may be cut in as deaired. The jainatien permits cutting
out of all signals below a certain set level. vln&nator
section sends out 1 j*&cros«coi: , . - t pulsus regardless of the
strength or duration of the incoming pulse*
The output of he discrifldr Is sent to a scalar circuit of
standard type* PJw one used here is UM titeM f Tracer-
lb, Inc. It has a timer mechanism which allows, if desired, auto-
matic cut-off after a pro-sot nuatoer of counts fro© 2 to 4096 (by
powers of
The whole assembly is counted in a aovabie steel reck, with wirs
mesh p nal side;? for shielding purposes, and s similar type removable
cover, ihis is to minimize stray signal pioJk-up from all other elec-




The window is a nickel foil, 0.00005** thick, plated en a copper
backing about 20 times as thick. The foil w*s manufactured ao s to
be free of pin-holes, and to be of a very even thickness. Further-





Area of 1 square centimeter, according to the manufacturer, it ie strong
enough for our use, as it has to cover a hole of somewhat less area and
is not expected to withstand mora than 400 neHg of repatrrc. In moun-
ting the foil window, the following procedure was used: glyptol was
placed on the end of the Farads? cage tube, allowed to dry slightly to
a max! mutt stickiness | the foil w s then laid on carefully (nickel side
on the glyptol) and gently but firmly pressed on, fter a short drying
period, the foil wns trimmed around the sdgss and further glyptol ap-
plied at this circumference fter complete drying of all the glyptol
tj.e tube (also protected by a painting of glyptol) was hung, foil side
down, in a mixture of J?*', trichloroacetic acid am) concentrated asms
nium hydroxide (4$£) in a iproximata ratio of two to one. This dissolves
the copper i>\ the form of a soluble copper complex ion, and loaves the
nickel foil intact,
spacing insulators between the sections are made si te.
Theas are rendered g^s-tight in the assesfely by 0-rings, placed in
groove* machined correspondingly in the lucite and adjacent metal
sections. The Lucite insulators are drilled for screws to pass through,
and they are connected at the periphery alternately to ihe metal
sections on eithor side. -lien the nuts are tir tenod on the screws,
bonding stresses would be put on the insultors; nd for this reason
brass annular flat rings wore inserted in spices cut out in the lucite
to take tiie bending stresses, (lucite alor.e, it was found, is rather





t. Mfupfijflg a/ Qcntril Ilaaflrada.,
The aantar vira electrode of the counter is held at tin interior
Ml by a eatall b:.ll of acft aoi-ier, *hich hM baan for.rad L | ase
bulb f'oraad at the and a: i closed capillary tube-. Thla arrangeiaei t
not only holda the aire bui forma a guard r. wire pr«v«mtlng
warping of the electric field in tho aval *nc:v3 region at the end of
aenaitive region, arid providing a auddan discontinuity in the sen-
aitive region of the count--- a glass rod io painted with a saetal
coating to provide this guard eaield. ifte other and of the wire ia
lad through a ; tupakoff aaol with hollow electrode, alao provide*
a guard ring, The aaphenol connector ia provided to eore* direc
onto the male eo- rector of the xaaaplifier*
rout any type of gaa may be uaed in presortionul counters. >or
b*at results it is beat to »void any nolecules of fas ~ ave a
hi#h prababiiity c ring electrona and forcd' ' ve Ions.
'i gaaaa are oxygen and eater vapo .-. orefore out-gaering of the
counter by prolonged exposure ta a vacuua and by heat is daairable.
The gases usad should be able to stop energetic charge .idea at
the pr^aaurea conteiapl&ted, and for the purpose the heavier noble
gh8%» are quite appropriate, -.ixtura of i rgon (99«6£ pure) with
carbon-dioxide, ^portion of 90-10 was ered suit-ible for




to provide high electron drift velocities and to • loss depen-
dence of anltiplicat;on on voltage.
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The incident ?aroton3 from the 7an de Graeff generator pass through
the thin nickel window, nnd in the scattering process pans through e
certain amount of the tar/ret material and possibly through any sacking
plate the target *»terial »y require. The alpha particle to be de-
tected nwst pass through a portion of the target, the amount depending
on the location of the emitting nucleus in the Toil, It there/ore bo-
eoaes necens»ry in order to obtain quantitative results to know the
stopping power, or energy loss, to be expected in these media for the
two types of psftlsttfl
The theory of stopping powe: been developed by Bohr, Blc
Bethe, \n\ others. (3), (5), (6), (7) The theoretical formulae de-
rived give result!* which /:re in excellent agroeaent with experiasnt
for tha case of high energy, positively charged particle? Lng
throw* matter of low «toedc number. For media of higher ate
number the formulae re mire some rotfaer complex corrections,
details of which have not been oompletaly worked out, cidert
•Icles of low ener^, which ay have fluctuations ii hnr e
because ef capture on of electrons, the theoretical raeults
are quite Invalid sad only experiment can give satisfactory answoro.
wly Bethe (3) has drawn \ or of
certain substances for ?ns and alpha particles based on both





Likewise there is available setae axpari»ent*i date on relative stop-
ping power which ill hermit detersdn tion of stopping power of the
particular elements In which we are Interested by judiolousi interpo-
lation and extrapolation. H will make use oi" this mother, citsok
it by a few calculations involving Bethel formula for absolute de-
termination of stopping power,
ppplng power is defined as the reduction in particle energy per
unit length of rough the stepping medium. It is
expressed as - (d^/dx). •u»ic stopping pone:, (T
, li defined as
the energy loss per unit length, of path divided by ma* number or atoms
por unit cube of mattor, -hat is,
cr * Jfc. (dJ5/dx) .
Figaro 3 gives Bethel curves for atoralc stopping power for protons
and ilpha articles of energies in the range of interest to us, passing
through air, (Figure 31, Bethe and Livingston, 1937)*
Relative atomic stopping power may bo found by use o. a theoretical




a » ': ,fr i*wy}}
Za In (2nv«
s effective stosdc nua&- . solum.
2* » offactive atomic number cf I
m » bs'-ss of electron
v • velocity of particle,
1 * average ionization potential of medium*
la " ^verego ionisation potential of air.
There arc also available good experimental data in Moderate energy
- 13 -
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rang** • Figure A shorn the marVM plotted from experimental data.
linear plot ia given by Sir! tm protons. (Figure 17, ^iri, 1949).
However, the plot mado herein Is en I eeai-logarithrde basis to
straighten out the curves a little at low energies and permit better
extrapolation in that direction. In making this extrsnol for
ery low energies, we mrko the curves tend toward a value of unity at
aero energy* The reason for this la apparent. Bethe and other* have
m+* ( that electron exalt AtIon by a passing charged particle is v«r
improbable if Jm*2 ia small compared to the ionia tlon potential of
the electron concur , -ms as pirticle energy decreases it ia lesa
able to excite J: nor electrons of the stopping medium, such effect
appearing coonef or media of higher atomic number aa collared to lower.
In comparing the stopping power of two rasd' I above affect teivds
to e ^ualise the nuasber of effective electrons per atom of the substances
compared. At very lew energies wherein the p rticle haa ) 'ts
Charge, or part of lti charge, a theoretic relative
atomic atopping power is difficult to make, but experimental da'
using light elements hi In U I tret as tow?rd a
value of unii '. ^igure 37, Reference 3)
~or *ny madiur of given atomic masker, one may Interpolate
in Figure 4 f or tha v-lue of £, and determine stop-ing power by com-
pmtli
(dE/dx) - a * HMdiuja . [43/4*)04tN v~~ iiV
"air
Values of I are tabulated in Table 1, appende 'ng power of
19 -
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nickel tmA argon (diluted 103 with CCJ for alpha particles : nd proton*
are computed and tabulated in Table II.
For a theoretical check on the above results, Bethe'e formula (3),
which is perhaps the moat widely weptad, will be used. The basic
foroula (non-relativistic) is:
Urr b^z2 U . B , where
- (dS/dx) =
B - (2m2/l)
B » stopping BNnfeer
I * ch- r<je nuraber of particle
* atomic number of ^e^ /u.>*v
e « oi ^tronie charge
Other terms hare been previously defined.
The valuas of £ have been detarmdrnd sxperinenta lly by Mano and are
recorded in Table I. (19) A theoretical approach by Bloch *.nd an
emperical analysis of 'ilson show that £ can be given as 11.5 2, in
good agreement wi h experiment except for high values of Z. (5), (27)
As prev5orualy noted, this formula is valid only for particles of
nigh velocity, ^or low energy particles no vr.lid theoretieel formula
has yet besn obtained. ror moderate energies the formula may be modi-
fied to give correct results. This modification is to take account of
the reduced contribution of imer electrons of the medium in slowing
down the particle tvhen the latter 1 s velocity is such is to make §«r^
equal or less than ths Ionization potential of these electrons.
There are two possible ways of doing this. wthod, evolved in
tome detail by Bethe, requires analytical det jrodnation of the reduced
contributions of the electrons in the K and higher shells. (3),(2A)
- 20 -
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This method la uita complex. An alternate method of U3ing the
original formula, wit; 4 X used aa parameters so as to make
theory agr«e with experiment, la sufficiently accurate for our
purpoasa. (11}, (3)
Table III gives the tabulated computations of thla check on the
results for nickel. The results of the calculations ahown in Table*
II and III are seen to 'Agree well except for lo« energies where the
theoretical approach is not as accurate.
The data from Table II la used to obtain the energy less of alpha
particles and protons passing through the .05 Ml nickel foil which
is used aa a window for the ;*rotona ?md -;leo as & possible target for
the reaction. In computing the curves for alpha particles of low
energy it say be noted that the thickness of the foil ia large coa-
pared to the range of the particles; and therefore it ia raore accu-
rate to iivide the foil into ten shseta of .305 rail thickness, and
use a etep-by-atep procedure for computing snerg;' change* of the
particle passing through successive sheets. The results of the coo-
putationa are shown In Table 17} sad the energy loss curves are
graphed in Tigure A.
It ia also necessary to compute the erergy loss of the protons as
they pass through the 1.75 cm of filling gas betwaan the window and
target. Table II gives the data for a centimeter of gas st atmo-
spheric preasure. For the given distance and any other pressure, the
loss equals






Ths results of this computation for various pressures are given in
Tsbls V.
In all cases of slowing or stepping of charged particles In passage
through cattor ths answer* provided for rang* or stopping power at best
represent only an average, since the stepping process is statistical
in nature. It is therefor© of vfclus,in the cases we are interested in,
to obtain the standard deviation front the sae^n energy losses hitherto
The status of the straggling theory is even less well-dofined than
the theory of stopping power, Again the theory is best for high speed
particles passing through light media. The cases of interest to us •
f irly slow particles through aosewhat heavy media - have not received
good theoretical foundations, Bohr (?) gives a formla which he states
ia not very accurate for heavier atons, but which esn st least give ths
correct order of Magnitude of the strangling. The standard deviation
fro* the nean of energy loss of a charged particle through natter is




= M a , where
JX * standard deviation in sBergy loss (ergs)
» weight of particle (
t • thickness of stepping mediua (g/cai2 )
A « atonic weight of toppinf atdlua
£© • atonic number of stopping oediusi
- 22 -
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To find tho straggling of tho protons In pasoin I window
foil wo note that 0.05 wii of nickel is e^uivalant to 1.13 ag/em2 .
Thon by substitution of standard data in tho foralis we see tboii
Jl - 2.16 x lCT16 ergs'2 .
» 0.84 x 10"* fclev2 .
Jl « 0.0092 Mev.
As this result cannot be considered very accurate, wo can conclude only
thot the straggling deviation is on Wis order of 0.01 Mev for Use pro-
tons throng the nickel foil.
Por alpha particles through the foil, we nay note that both nuawera-
tor and denominator are multiplied by a factor of four; and again wo
find that straggling deviation is on the order of 0.01 *iav.
For protons passing through the filling gas, wo note that 1 centi-
meter of the gas at atmospheric pressure is e jUivalent to about
l.ft x 10"^ g/ca2 . t 1.75 centimeters of tho gas at various
mo therefore finrf thst tho thickness in g/caf* equals
3.15 x 10~3 x p (atooepheree).
Substitution in the above formula will give -**- got) and the total
deviation for window foil and gas equals ]/-/*- «fca ** -**- foil •
«ao
en<
^ twtal *r® caloui '*tod i listo<l in Table VI. It
will be note- 1 cases o; est herein, the total standard
deviation for prcHom is still on the ordar of 0.01 Xof
•
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tion of the stoppinr power formula (or tabulated data).
-(d^dx)Jo.
Any inftocurocies in the stopping power forraul- or data will give cor-
responding errors in the range computation*. The statistical devia-
tions in stopping power will &lso ogling in range. Tor
particles of moderate initial energies there are experioemtal data
which nay be used tc check the theoretical computations. Range curves
have bean cowputH (3)»(24) for various oaterisls based on both theo-
retical and experiment:*]- considerations, ehich we say use (at Isast in
part) for determinate ranges c es in the filling gas
at various pressures.
Table 711 gives the data on which our curves are based. It raay be
e #ae considered is purs Cvr-on, as the prossnow of 10/ of
% is not considered cooptreble I ce ,ainty
in the correctness of isle data. For ssspsrison of I i get of
protons mi ilphs particles we astke use of the forsuls (4) f (3;t
«p » 1.0072 t^ - 0.20 (m) ,
where the protons l ha per I coap&red have am velocity.
In coopering data far ranges in argon K aterrains the
relative ranges in the two gases, and note ho* the rstle seems to
roach a value close to unity for the higher range of energy in







The range curvet are plotted in Figures 5 «nd 6.
C. Specific Ionization.
In the selection of values of the experimental variable* (such &s
gas pressure) one of the factors to be known is fie ionise*
tion of each of the particle* p&ssing through the sensitive volume of
the counter, fcrecdse data is not needed, ^nd therefore it is not
considered necessary to present the Bragg curves of ion-pairs psr
centimeter throughout the length of path. 5>uffice it to say that
for moderate and high energise the felpha particle has a specific
ionisation bet* en 20,000 and 30*000 ion-pairs per centimeter in air
at atmospheric pressure; and as energy is lost this figure increases
until at about 0.4 centimeters before tr end of the path the specific
ionisation is between 60,000 md 7G#0D0. For protons the specific
Ionisation is about X/U that of the alpha particle at higher energies,
and about 1/3 et the point of maximum ionisation. (14), (25)
The xbove data may be applied roughly to the filling gas used. The
mean ionisation energy of argon is about 22$ less than that of air (23),
which fact would indicate an increased mawer of total ions produced
for particles of the same energy. rfowever, the longer range of par-
ticles in argon tends to keep specific ionization roughly the same as
la sir.
fit i!«ft<rftnK SflW«t
Almost all of the energy lost in the stopping or slowing of particles
(at energies of interest here) appears in the form of heat. The materi-
- 25 -












al which finally steps the p rticle bees* la of sufficient rjaaa to
carry off Uyrfis seat without undue trouble. However, the folic
constituting the proton window and poccibly Met t rgat are quite thin)
Ml it is desirable to calculate th« heating effects appearing here.
/s the foils are siadl r in both pi ceo a c leuistion for tha window
will de for bot! .
Consider the window as a thin disc of diameter 0.5 en., thickness
0*00012? ea*» with Its circumferential boundary attachod to an i finite
and perfect absorber of heat which remains at room temperature. For
computational purposes a suae that protons of 1 Hew energy pass through.
in amount represented by 1 microampere of current. At this energy the
foil should absorb about 14.5%' of the beam energy, or 0.14$ watts. The
heat flew equation without sources is (26)
t
d U m k, ^
a t C/* V tt (1)
The heat flaw equation with source 1st
a
at y v tt T p c . (a)
k conductivity
c « :sp#eific heat \m /?-:--•:<* -rvo
/** density (give*3)
« • temperature (degree)
f • strength of source (eal/cm^-ec*)
Assume that heat frota proton energy leas Is applied uni-
formly to foil.
The steady-eute solution Is what we are Interested in; therefore
we take ()u/#t) « 0. a then get
26 -






;.*i<:v : 1 . *is» <"93v & ' V jTI^'
V
* i
V» + % * , whore K « f/k
, (3)
For the syanetrical condition hera, we can take u as * function of
r only, *hen
(l/r).(du/dr) + (A/^) +K- (4)
If we let p * (du/dr), the equation 1» easily solvable aince it tea
be made into an exact Integra 1, to gives
pr + jKr2 a . (5)
For a boundary condition we can use the fact that p when r - .
Thle rives us th&t Q\ is zero, so ti
r (p + |Kr; « o (6)
Kb «*y c ncel out r, tad replace p by du/dr, /jiving an easily sol-
vable equation M follows
t
u = C2 . iKr
2
. (7)
Another boundary condition is that u a v when r a R, where T is
roej* t«sperature, undH Is radius of the foil,
Thio gives




u = T + VK (H2 _ r2 ) (9)
is know that *&& occurs whero r » f therefore
U^- T+KfR^A) . (10)













For nickel, k i 30 Btu/hr-ft-degreeF » .519 watts/WdegreoC
M my us* watts Instead of dl/aec, since this unit cancels out,
when we use 7? in watts.
Substituting *:iven data, then, we find that
u^ • 25flC + 175°C * 200«C • (12)
Note that this is independent of a.
Case II. Asanas thst the heat from the proton energy lees is applied
to a spot in the center of the foil, 1/64* in disaster.
The foil wj be divided into two regions j
. In region©, ? r * s |
In region (g) a 4 r < R j where In our problem
* is 1/12S" and R is «#1 .
In region® the SqiOsui with source applies and we my start fro*
•fljttation (7}s
»l * ca " U*1 • (13)
In ration ©no source is present and we start frmt aquation (5)
with K S'Caal to zero:
Replacing pg by du^dr end solving we dbtaint
^ » Cx in c3r . (15)
fit have the following boundary condition:
rnen r R, «2t t 1
r • a
"1 - *2 $
r a, du^/dr « du2/dr
If we substitute these conditions in equations (13) end (15), we
obtain three equations which can be solved simultaneously to find the
• m •











Ml* b. '.is/ •. v i^H
• K
throe constants of integration. This fives
t
Ci a -Jk«3 # (16)
h m J « *•«**> . (l7)
C
a
* +• « &a2 In (a/n) .
Substituting for C
2 in « maUon (13), so obtain*
ttl • ^-r2 )-*-? - |Ka2 in (*/fc) # (19)
As before, u^^ occurs when r si 1 •
u^ s T +• iKa2 (1 +5 In § ) f
T4 (l+>Jl(B»»
7T
Substituting numerical values in this aquation, we
Ths actual condition expected to be encountered is aoaswhere be-
tween the cases I ana II, which w.y be considered extrenss. Case II
is probably closer to actual conditions. sea see that the tem-
psrature rise is appreciable but not yet close to the smiting point
of the nickel (U52°
ft Prptsn So^^ltrtftf,
nee dieorisdr.atr'en against scattered protons i« one of the moat
iaportant functions of the apparatus herein devised, it ie necessary
t© fet a quantitative Picture of proton flux which tea be expectea to
pass through the counter under usual operating conditions. The scattar-
er Is the nickel Iftffii , and the geowotry is narrowed by the fact




ehaafcer in order to £et int counter proper,
Asa representative case it '.-rf.il b« assuaed that 1 microampere of
protorwr hite -rget foil and is s ad at a laboratory sngle
of 150°, and with n energy of 1 2£ev,
center-of-oae* syetem, the scstterinf angle *ay bo given by
following 'ormila, derivable fro* simple classic 1 consider: t Ions:
B z, @
-h areain / **P sin ®\
[Si J
= 150° 29.3'
Similarly, I -of-awes ayntea, one finds tn t the energy of
Incident
= 0.933 yev.
The velocity of the proton fat this energy la 1,37 x 10° cVaeo.
The reduced noes ©quale:
I I
hi
= 1.645 x 1Q~24 grass,
Buth*»rford'3 scattering foroula ia ae foil era:
a(©)-dil» n *:t tsL\ -1 coeec
4 (»/2)-d_Q.
° I 2 WT J













alsctronie charges to give on© aicr^c ;ulo;*. This number is 6.24 x 10 «
Subst5 tution of above data and known physical const r.ts hi
fornwla, w ret for Ruthsrfopd iiDIi lug of ths protons fey the nickel
foil J
n(0) * '),U x 10' per storadian par second.
The solid angle presented equal*!
.
froaa target to hole)*
= l/&$0
Therefore the muter of i passing into the counter proper
- 9.U x 107 22*0 Ww&ff per second.
In scattering cases, one oast at tiaas expect --{aviations from
Rutherford's fon.rui ,, uch are not always easy to predict; but in
this? ease we feel worse confidence in the above results because the
energy of the incident proton is ouch less than the expected baigfet
of the potential barrier. Dse teey Leo be made of the thsoretical
criteria U velcped by Bohr (?)• Te do this two paraoetors raust be
essputed:





2 *V3 «* «» * .0024
hmi^ is greater than 1, sndEis less thar 1, it means the
•'collision disaster* is ensHer th?*n the electronic radius, but
,m the dflBroflie wfve-iength of the proton. Under those










•lftftst all scattering angles*
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One of the great advantages to this apparatus is it» flexibility.
It is easily osseiabled and disassembled, which will permit replace*
merit of a portion by a jwodified pioce if desired, .hersiore, it
is capable of giving rough quantitative data for almost every aspect
of a proton-ttlph*. reaction - cross~sectiuR, energy of reaction,
range of scattered proton a and emitted alpr. idea. It is also
suited to being to a coincidence circuit, will enable
coincidences between Up)-'. particles osaible gamma rays to bs
detected. And finally, the i may be useful for ether experi-
ments besides the SM for a it is originally intended.
. Techni.-ueg to Ud : iscrimlnation.
As can be seen from preceding sections, the main difficulty to be
overcome is the discrimination of alpha particles against the protons.
Since we can expect several thousand protons p«r second through the
solid tn^le subtended by the entrance port, this Is quite a problem.
» we have soon, 1 microanpere Of proton current will five JS^OQO
protons petr sceo- the sensitive volusw, flux would
probably saturate the counter and :ir«vent counting altogether of
alph- particlos, or at least seriously var: r ultiplication factor
of the proportions! counter. ^ ir.ee It takes about 100 microsecond*
to sweep away t Itive ions from the townsend m :ic (24), it
would bo more deairable to keep the proton flus down to a figure of,
say, 4000 per secor Is would earn ire on
- 33 -

the target Nil " frdcroaaper^s. a desirable, however, to
ehec operation of tfc* instrument with a knosn proton-alpha re-
acting element, nlf various beam strengths to determine
ow high ore can go rrithout seriously Capering alpha counting,
A lower Tirotor flux also aide In lowering the • ic 1 probabili-
ty of r^.ndaa fuperpositien of two or more proton nulaea which May be
confused with xmlse. if we assume for the take of discussion
that pulses pyramid If occur within 1 Microsecond of one another,
the probability of the occurrence in one second of the pyramiding of




To get an idea of the order of Rsgnlturf* in our case, 3-nuae that W
is 4000, Then we could expect that a double proton pulse baa a
probability of 1/250 of occurring in 1 seeoncij a triple pulse has
only 1 chance in 62500$ »nd higher orders are negligib; pick
a worse case, suppose is 10,000 sni that pulse tine is to
be 5 microseconds. Than our probability becomes (1/30) ' • Thus
double pulses asm be expected once every 20 eeeends on the average
j
triple oulses once every 400 seconds; end jaaari Laes ence every
9000 «eeonde. Thin factor is thus seen o be serious if pre-
t^ons are taken; but 5t still trust be Accounted for when analysis
is made of result©.
The main pre c be taken is to see apparatus is
- 34 -

u: in such a «y M %m rfitlflf llM effect of [Ijfl HH( . Ml u;;e
of low proton fluxos and short resolving time has boon mentioned.
This cannot always bo sccompliahed as more parajsount eonsideratioM
may apply. < nother wsy to help the situation is to rogul^te tho
pressure of the counter gas so fcfcmt a awmlflnw ratio of alpha ioni-
zation to proton ionization is obtained. If tho sc&itered protons
have a longer rango than MM expected alpha particles, it would bo
well to make the pressure of the (M rather low permitting the most
energetic alph i particles to traverse mo»L of the sensitive volume
while the protons pass beyond and expnnd most of tnsir energy in the
counter walls • Cn the other hand, for proton ranges shorter than the
alpha particle ranges, it is quite simple to increase tho pressure to
stop the protons ,1ust before reaching tho sensitive volume while let-
ting alpha particles into the tone. By this means one should usually
be able to prevent any appreciable chance or counting pyramided proton
pulses as Ml alpha pulse.
It is desirable, if difficulties with diaorisdnAVi on are not ex-
pected, to make -ossur* such i-a to stop th« rtlcles just
short of the end of the sensitive volume. This gives the maximum
pulse size, perndts detection of the greatest number of different alpha
energies, and mir.imlsea the effect o stragglS
After selection of the gas pressure, the voltage must be chosen for
the central ele «rode from curves of multiplication v-i-sua voltage for
the specific pressure selected. This multiplied' on factor should be







In tho limited .proportion, ity region, making discrimination acre dif-
ficult. On the other hand if we use a short resolving tlrao for which
the instrument Is designed, we get a anailer "ulse height; and tha
asiltiplicM.!on factor saist be kept fairly Large to overcome this effect.
The multiplication fretor should not be placed below 100 uniass un-
avoidable.
B. Reaction Crop ^-sect 3 on.
The ruction cross-section is mhHIt counted, in theory st,
musber of orot r second is aaaily ' ?terrained by accumulating
their charge In the re—tar section it in the current
integrator attached electrically thereto. In practice this ia m
to certcir. errors -which MM not easily deterndnfable, but I 1-
sdfced. i'ret'-ns which hit the side ~ « ?aradsy cage are measui
even though they dc r.ot hit the target. A lac a way cause
secondary erais^ion of electrons as they hit the I ides of the apparatus.
The first effect jbky be rainirdaed by colli Mating th* proton beam well
before it enters the cage; the second, by placJ *? ^arad^y cage and
the reaction cbr-raber at a positive potential -speet to adjac?
pieces to dra?r back most of the electrons ejected by proton collisions.
The nusbor of alpha ^articles ejected •» be determined actually
f in the direction of the counting apparatus. If ejection is ran-
dan in direction then, the total emis?ior La from the
geossstry of the entering ?>ort. Or. the other hand, if directional
effects are oeessioned we can in -tlon cross-section only





•action, the directional effects would hava to be detar.-rined. Co-
incidence analysis of gam** ra&Lfion may help in thla regard.
C. Proton Scattering proas -section.
It ia obvious vh.it cross-eection for proton scattering en easily
be determined from the proton counts ir. tho charter. Bean current*
may be cut down to whatever Intensity necessary to prevent "drowning"
of the counter, fht reive* obtained arc at* course applicable only to
the particular angle of the apparatus.
D t Sanjre and Energy of Alpha fa/Hclss.
The mean range of the alpha particles may be T:ed roughly by
use of a cathode ray oscilloscope connected to the amplification out-
put of the araplifier-discriminstor, so that the maximum pulse height
may be observed. It ay be noted that if th<? initial measurements
are made with the gas pressure adjusted to stop the alpha particles
within the sensitive volume, then additional runit Mf be made with
pressures decreased in successive increments. At a certain pressure,
then, the alphi> particles aill begin to pass beyond the sensitive
volume j v-nd s rather sudden diminishing in pulse sise should be ex-
pected. (This is due to the fact that maxima ionization occurs
shortly before the end of the path of the particle.) If we know
the pressure at which this effect starts, then ws may go the range-
energy curves for the filling gas (adjusted Tor the r tio of gas
filling pressure to atmospheric pressure) to fine the energy. Con-
version fro© laboratory to center-of-m&ss coordinates is accomplished
by the u.u»l - 37 -
x£b »&, . to J
•
r:
by the usual methods; although for moderately heavy elements, the
correction la probably leas experimental error in thia
method.
It is possible to reverse ocedure, and increase the gas
pressure until the alpha articles can no longer rs'»ch the sensitive
volume; but this effect nill probably not give aa great accuracy as
the one described above.
—±— -f-'ffift^encc
The coincidenea possibilities are easily ur'i^rstood anj have bean
previously indicated. Tbi output of the cljiicrimi is a pui
each pulse of 10 volts in siae and 1 eicresaeend in durati ds
permits discrimin tion within an intc. order. , ; u
for gaoaa measurement and coincidence counting ft! I part of this
thesis. The target is loeatec in such a place on our apparatus aa to
facilitate placement of the gasana c unter tube at almost nil angles
with respect to said target and the direction of the proton beam.
It should be noted that in a;.king coincider.ee measurements one
must account for the random coincidences which are possible due
two ra in causes t (1) a true i pulse from MM counter alon& vsith a
random background count en the other; (2) l coincidence between
an alpha particle ejected froc one nucleus ar.d a gatssa ray emitted
from another at the same time.
V. 'udy of r?hori-liyed U&dioisotows.




particles <md measurements csn be asde eiimiltaneously njth or inmii*
ately after bombardment, an excellent means is provided for study of
hsIf-lives of certain isotopes which decay so rapidly ns to prevent
the usual method oJ > by bonjbardjnertt and sube '.ea
counting apparatus. It may be possible to fir -jotepe of a few
seconds' half-life which couid be *seaaured irar.ed'ately after bombard-
ment and which could be produced by a proton or deuteron capture*
This Is not the fundamental use for which the apparatus is devised;
but with slight laoddr n it may be used so.
- 39 -
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A. Counter JEplificstion Characteristics.
In operation of th* counter Ufa in th« rroportinn&l region it ia
desirable to km counter arspiif lotion f -ctor, for r—so»i /riveft
hitherto. Xarff (17) has developed theoretical formula for this
ich ;epends on the following parajaeter8 ; sise antral
electrode; Uuplif:; .roshoId voltege; oper dty
er tube; nudber of atoss per cubic eentissstar ofthe filling
gee; and or related to ionization crcs ; -section of the gas. fhi»
formula baa several defects froa a preet oint of view* (a; the
curve of upllfittet -reus applied voltage «ay begin with a rather
gentle slope, I ths threshold voltage for amplifies t' en is diffi-
cult to adjudge; (b I the ctpacity of the counter is not easily deter-
mined vfoen irrc: 'vies c. ube are considered) and (ej the
ioniaation cross-sections of only fee eleoental gases are kno?,n with
any precision. or our purposes the last defect if particularly im-
ports t t since ee are using a aixture of #asea.
I asjplif icaticn factor for the counter cube ffif.y however be obtained
readily by experiment for uny specific set-up according to a procedure
outlined by Hoairi md SWufe (*&j» Ihis technique was used by us and
Is outlined as follows:
A polonium source, ©bWined by evaporation of a ctive solution
an m disc, wee insweted in the target section. The counter
was filled with tive proper udxture of gasee *ith the required pressure,





i output of Um amplification section of feme linear wKplifiei
cor-, eetod to * cathode-ray csciiloscop^, thug rig observation
the Individual pulsus . For various voltages on trie central elec-
trode the variation in pulse height could be used to ascertain the tube
amplification - the basic reference being t. 39 '.eight when the
voltage «a* s Insure the counter operation in the ionization
region (anplifieati >n in the counter being unity at this point,.
Actually a flight deviation from ( ocedure was used. The attenu-
ation control on the linear «!splifier is accurately calibrated, and
th« atsnlif ic nter tube was determined by the amount
of attenuation required to keep tho pulse height the oajte as the-
referar.ee .
The procedure^® carried out at wriouB gas es varying in
steps of 50 asillicieters of raercury, from 50 ass to 250 an* diffi-
culties initially sere encountered in obtaining reproducible data
for various calibration runs at the same pressures. It was deter-
mined that this mat due to lack of tore in accurate adjustment of
gas percentfegeu in the filling process, and to the leakage of some
variable amounts o -,ir. "Hth all possible care roommllmM to
maintain constancy in gas <ufility, Um rasuLls improved* * consistent
set of results was finally obtains atted in figure 7»
. ...jn ofM ;.>oun'^ rtelL Semrct
.
In order to imomn mrmolvms that the counter will operate suc-
cessfully and to check some of the pr cts of its opsr-tion,
a diacris&n? tirm curve was obtained by taking counts on the polonium
U -
. .
sample menticnad &bove. Fhe rieta for this \ed in MM* VI 11}
and the results eated In r'igure 8. It is ieen that a good
plaits* is obtained, - limitrtions of statistic: I variations.
- ping off " *h pulse
heights is due "cle otjr& but mora
to the self-absorption of the sample film.
The c as a nr-tter of interest:
ivity ixiMC s tcounts/ain,^ ft 4 tT , wiicre
/ 60 xa)x n x 3.7 1
counts/ndn. * >U ±
<*> solid tnfla subtended by entrance
oort,
• 1/2




Substituting tills data in the above « .. a we fine U»e
activity on the data maaaurod (14 Hay 195- ; •» • -.3y« •
C. Test Hairy* P rotons from the Van da Qraaff Gapers tor*
"everal attempts have been node to use protons from the Van de Graaff
generator to induce a :**otor- react, the apoaratus, using
fluorine (in the form of TaF. obtained by the reaction of hydro-
fluoric acid with s tantalum target disc) as the target element.
These attempts h-ve r^ot been conclusive and the data from same is
not included. The most troublesome phenomenon to interfere is the
up by the instrument of any near-by sparka or sudden voltage




seeticr central electrode all sudden voltage *j
occasSoned by condenser diaeb&rfss In the integrator are counted as
rly heavy pulses - eosparabie to alpha particle pulses in site.
A grounded shield between the Faraday cage and the eouster section
is indicated as necessary. Mr improvements aionr those lines
mast be raade before good taiive dats car. be obtained from ths











Future iaprove:s©ntB a intruswmt shnuld proceed along the following
lines:
(a) All intern*. 1 valves should ba replaced vith the bellows type
ne«dle valve which will hold a good vacuus on either side.
(b) Lucite purta should be replaced by glass * V possible,
because Lucite does release slight air.our.ts of gas, and also is not
suitable for places whirs it awst undergo a stress,
(e> The electrostatic shielding betwe n /araday cage and counter
(swntioned above) taust be provided.
(d) All flexible hosing should be spec ieeigneu for
v cuum wc
(e) Thorough tests should be car- it Mttag knowi reactions
until consistently successful reunite are obtain* , aee tests








. 't,. .I«nis«?»©t. mlty .atoms
p«r cc at
7. tt S9 x 10
9
• IS 195 2.69 x 10
19
:i 28 58,7 325 . .913 x 10
23




t»i< ii i <rA *
C««patatjcn i o*mr Ixtur*
fc- j Particle* and Protons.
• qr^ | . cr
37.5 " 46.1
1.37 I
.5 43. 1.41 L
.6 44.7 1.46 1.3/
.7 45.9 1.49 1.37 t . 6
.3 46.6 1.51 1.40
.9 *7« 1.55 1.42 ,6.7
1.0 4'.. 63.1
1.2 45.5 ' . . 4.6 6
1.4 42.1 1.' . 4 71.6 •
1.6 39.0 1,75 1
.
61.2
36.3 .62 66.2 59.6
2.0 34.5 1.85 l.*7 63.6 J
2.5 29.8 .75 53.4 52.1
3.0 26.4 • U to 54.4 47.5
3.5 .8
4.0 . - 4^.6 A1.2
5.0 . 5 1.94 44.3 36.5
6.0 16.4 U 1.97 1 . 12.)
13k , U -6.6























.3 13.0 1.64 1.50 21.3 19.5 1« . ;,-5
.4 10.6 1.75 1.57 13.5 16.6 U .U7
.5 16.4 L 15
.7 6.90 2.02 1.78 13. .3 Ufl . 31
5.U . . 12.1 11 .277
1.4 4.30 .96 10.3 .43
.25 6.50 7 .175





Theoretlcsl c: icul lions for g power of nickol for alpha
parti' irotorw.
m V2
B / eff In (*W*A)i * |ff « 26*4 «nd I • 335-
Putting in oonatar ta, r>mA changing or, , dta to Mev, ono obtains:
•otons .




{ 26.4 In (6.7 ror p
rticlaa •
1.0 13.6 70
2.0 31.9 It. 5710
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Loss for .<m T'ircugh Kicksl Foil
ass 0.00005
' ( s • .27 I









































Snorgy loss of protons p«aaing through 1.75 c» of filling gas
r§n - io*co2)i









































rd daviaU 1 anargy lesass in 1.75 o» «f
filling p*t n foil (.000C5" nicke B filling gas.
A
?cr nickal foil -^ - M x 10*"4 (Uav) 2
For filling #aa -/2• - 2,.2 | 10^ x p
at* <*">
-4-" Jl^ J2.^ yi
. p. ifltfifci Ufffl MT 'fi 1 - ttfsiav
50 .145 * U . N x 10** .004 .01
LOO .29 1.13 .005 .011
1.27 . .
X) i.42 .0075 .012




IP 1. .. • 14
400 1.1 2.00 11 . H
500 1.45 >9 •09 15








Calculation* of r-,nga of protons a? id alph* particles in '>rgtm (K .




.75 1.' X. 1.25
1.0 . .16
1.5 U 4.40 n
2.0 7. .




Ranffe «s*s sr derive ,
fit *W articles,
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"crindnstion -its Seconds in. bftbl* rjrror
S«ttine —
38
36 12 60 12 •
34 256 II 320 11
fl.2 51.5 597
30 1024 87,0 707 id
27.5 .9 700 18
25 10 77. 799
.5 -.1
n 10 75.7
17.5 76.5 got 19
15 ^4 ry i A m 19
12.5 :4 o6# 5 fff
10 10 73.9 32 19
?.J 10 71.1
5 10 74.2 •a 19
2.5 70.1 377
'A 51200
This data is Irure 3. rs in the fi .litre cover
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The dssicn and construction of
an ap] tus for detection of
proton-alpha nuclear reactions.
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